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Houston Movers Launches On-line Moving Quote Marketplace

In a push to provide people who are moving transparency and price comparison options,
Houston Movers has launched an on-line moving quote system that allows visitors to get instant
moving quotes from multiple movers in Houston.

Houston, TX (PRWEB) January 6, 2010 -- Michael Stockdale of Houston Movers announced the first ever local
moving market place that is free to consumers.

“Essentially Houstonmovers.org will provide price transparency to customers who traditionally had no idea of
what a typical move from a reputable mover might cost,” said Stockdale.

"Until now," Stockdale said "most people in Houston would call different movers for a quote on their move.
Movers often responded that they needed to come out and see the home before they could provide a quote,
which can take days." Now with Houstonmovers.Org anybody can get a local mover's quotes right from his or
her computer for free. This is important because it puts the consumer in the driver seat. The movers know you
are pricing shopping and provides the best possible quote.

Houstonmovers.Org also does the due diligence of vetting the movers for the consumer, ensuring that all
prospective movers are licensed, insured and maintain a good standing in the community. "It is often said that
moving is the third most stressful event after the death of a loved one and divorce,” said Stockdale,
“HoustonMovers.Org is helping to take the stress out of your move by doing all of the heavy lifting for the
consumer.”
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Contact Information
Michael Stockdale
(713) 401-9719

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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